Run 2584

“SPRING HAS SPRUNG”

2/9/2019

Venue: JUNCTION HOTEL ANNERLEY

HARES: PEEWEE

INSPECTOR REX/ROMPER

A smallish pack gathered in the car park of the Junction Hotel, a familiar hash venue. Good to see Monty
back on his feet after his recent travails at the hands of his motorcycle, the bitumen, and subsequently,
the judiciary. Someone said he ( Monty) had got his licence back........! Good to see Craft in person,
other than through his endless supply of trivia . Miles O’Toole in good spirits, greatly improved
following acupuncture by an elderly Chinaman wearing only one thong. The acupuncture worked for
whatever complaint Miles was having treated (? serial whingeing) , but the Chinaman’s command of
English did not extend to Miles’ request for the procedure to be put through under Medicare, the only
word the Chinaman seemed to understand was “ cash”. Funny that. Fingers looked well after his recent
cycling exploits. Social media is a wonderful thing: I saw x-ray images of Finger’s fractured collarbone on
Facebook within minutes of the unhappy event. As the walkers and runners headed off on the well
marked trail, memories of an earlier run at this location came back, when none other than Push Up took
the pack “off road” down a steep and overgrown path behind the houses in Venner Road. A local home
owner did not appear to think this was public access and a spirited “dialogue” followed. Not this time.
The pack headed off west and in no time, I found myself limping along with Barebum, and enjoyed
pleasant conversation, while employing skillful shortcutting in a manner mastered over the years by a
Hawaiian , well known to us all. With the pack heading even further west, common sense dictated that a
loop home was in order. I’m told the run was good, but poor Bugs somehow had a unfavourable
encounter with a gate.
F..knut lead the Hash anthem at the circle, and there were some incomprehensible charges leading to
various icings , including Monty who was gallantly assisted on and off the ice , and Luftwaffe, who
amazingly licked the ice. Don’t worry Lufty, there are new and powerful antibiotics to treat E.coli
infections these days. Multiple Choice’s charges against Luftwaffe made even less sense than
Meatiwhore’s rambling assessment of the run. I think Lufty got SOTW again.

Impression: Well set run and walk. 8.5 out of 10
Circle:
Food:

Zit

6 out of 10
Probably quite good ( copyright of a former art teacher at school .)

